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ABSTRACT
We demonstrate the Production Scripting Engine (PSE),
a Virtual Director software automatically selecting, fram-
ing and cutting camera shots as part of an interactive live
broadcast production system. It reasons for multiple view-
ers with different devices and preferences in parallel within
real-time constraints. The PSE takes individual parameters
into account and executes a set of pragmatic and cinemato-
graphic principles to decide which of the available content
is shown. The decision making process is distributed and
takes a rule-based approach with exchangable production
logic and domain models. The demo uses recorded content
from both a high-resolution 180 degree panoramic camera
and broadcast cameras. Extracted metadata from both au-
tomatic and manual annotation are indexed in an efficient
knowledge base, which streams it to the PSE to simulate
a live broadcast. We use a specific renderer that allows to
view spherical content. Viewers may experience the output
on 2 different devices and tweak preferences to adapt the
Virtual Director’s behavior.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.4 [Distributed Systems]: Distributed applications;
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous
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1. INTRODUCTION
The FascinatE1 system is a broadcast system for inter-

active immersive experiences that aims to automate cam-
era selection and reasons for a range of viewers in parallel.
It allows viewers to both watch what’s automatically di-
rected by its Virtual Director or to interactively navigate
around an ultra-high resolution video panorama. The out-
put is adapted to the users’ preferences and viewing devices,
covering anything from a mobile handset to an immersive
panoramic display. FascinatE uses the OMNICAM [3], a
collection of 6 HD cameras sharing a single optical centre
for obtaining a 180◦ panoramic video sequence reaching a
resolution of 6984 x 1920 pixels.

1http://www.fascinate-project.eu/
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The Production Scripting Engine (PSE) is the Virtual Di-
rector of the system. The distributed component fuses in-
formation about the scene to decide for each viewer which
camera shots to show (both static and dynamic virtual cam-
eras), how to frame, when to cut, and how to follow moving
objects smoothly. The PSE’s architecture and the role of
its subcomponents are described in [2]. The component in-
terplay for the demo is sketched in Figure 1. The PSE is a
flexible framework to support different production environ-
ments, as indicated in the figure. The configuration for the
demo will consist of 2 instances. The engine needs a model
of the production domain including the production rules, vi-
sual grammar and user profiles, as well as information about
what is happening in the scene. Combining those sources,
the PSE aims to take reasonable decisions within its real-
time constraints. It operates on uncertain information and
deals with an incomplete understanding of the current sit-
uation. The content analysis modules produce a real-time
event stream of low-level cues of the scene such as person
tracks [1] or a saliency measure for regions. Live annota-
tions of high-level semantic concepts are captured by the
professional production team. Main tasks are to indicate
important actions and persons.

2. DEMO DESCRIPTION
For the demo setup, all metadata is recorded and indexed

in the Semantic Layer Management System (SLMS) knowl-
edge base. The metadata is streamed to the PSE to trig-
ger the decision making process. The output is rendered
by one Fascinate Rendering Node (FRN) for each of the
2 screens. The demo setup consists of multiple computers
which run the PSE instances, the SLMS and the renderers.
Two screens of different size and aspect ratio are used. The
renderers access recorded content to simulate a live broad-
cast situation. Due to hardware constraints, the demo uses
content in scaled down resolution. A single frame of the OM-
NICAM stream is about 34MB in size. The live delivery of
the current FascinatE audio/video test material requires an
uncompressed data rate of around 16Gbps. To illustrate the
system’s full potential, additional video clips of higher res-
olution can be shown in the demo. The components SLMS,
content analysis and annotation UI are not visible during
the demo, but details can be shown to those interested. An
example for that is that player tracks may be made visible in
the panoramic video as regions of interest (ROI), visualized
as semi-transparent rectangular boxes. The demo does not
play audio for practical reasons.



Figure 1: Recorded metadata from manual and automatic extraction processes are streamed by the SLMS
knowledge base to the PSE, which takes decisions on what to show on each device. The PSE instructs a
renderer on 2 different viewing devices (larger screen and notebook) which syncs remote steering commands
with content replay.

The demo allows switching between 2 content sets of dif-
ferent genres. The first set is a sequence of 6 clips showing
highlights from a 2011 soccer match Chelsea vs. Wolver-
hampton. Those scenes highlight how the PSE reacts to
events happening at the center and offside the main ac-
tion. The second set of content was recently shot at Arena
Hall Berlin and recorded a dance performance of the Car-
men Suite by the Berlin Philharmonic. Both scenes were
recorded using the OMNICAM and additional broadcast
cameras. During replay, a syncing mechanism aligns the
streaming of metadata, decision making and content render-
ing processes. A key factor in enabling a personalized expe-
rience where viewers may watch different parts of the scene
is the fact that the OMNICAM covers the whole scene all
the time. Virtual camera shots — crops of the full panorama
— are of good enough resolution to view on most displays.

In a nutshell, the PSE’s task is to continuously decide on a
viewpoint within the panorama to properly capture the ac-
tion. Some static shots of the scene’s most relevant regions
are predefined, moving objects have to framed dynamically.
Cuts and changes in viewpoint follow rules to ensure basic
aesthetic behavior. While the quality of the Virtual Direc-
tor’s decisions lack the narrative creativity of an experienced
human director, the prototype reveals the potential of inno-
vative features in contrast to traditional live broadcast TV.
The Virtual Director’s behavior itself is expressed as JBoss
Drools rules which are carefully structured to achieve the
desired camera selection strategy. Developing the PSE’s be-
havior involves modeling the rules, structuring them and
resolving contradicting and competing principles. The rules
are not independent since their balanced interplay defines
how the system reacts to certain situations. As an example,
a pragmatic rule might suggest to show an action with high
priority, but it might be overruled in order not to violate an
aesthetic principle. The process of developing the domain
specific behavior is elaborate but demonstrates the feasibil-
ity of the approach. The demo allows to not only see the
final output, but also to take a look behind the scenes to
learn how the PSE’s subprocesses collaborate.

This integrated demo is part of a larger live broadcast
system that addresses a number of research questions in the

realm of low-level feature extraction, situation understand-
ing and decision making within tight temporal constraints.
Our goal for the demo is to let users experience the quality of
automatic camera selection to seed thoughts about both its
potential and limitations, let them interact by tweaking pref-
erences to see effects, and to understand the complexity of
such a system that comprises parts of an automatic broad-
cast production process. The prototype demonstrates the
ability to offer individual video streams that respect domain-
specific user preferences. Automation and parallelization en-
able a range of innovative features that could lead to new
content consumption paradigms. Research questions remain
on how to increase the quality of automatic camera selection
decisions with justifiable behavior engineering effort.
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